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Responsibility + Respect + Reliability = Integrity

About the GWCPC
Our Vision
Safety and security for all people at all times in a caring and vibrant community.

Mission Statement
To work with the local community, the Vancouver Police Department, and
other service providers to strengthen the safety and quality of life in the
Grandview-Woodland neighbourhood in accordance with our core values.

The core values of the CPC are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respect
Responsibility
Reliability
Accountability
Openness
Honesty
Cooperation
Inclusion
Consultation

The core values of Community
Policing are:

• Communication & Collaboration
• Patrol Support
• Advocacy for police services and
the community’s most vulnerable

About Community Policing

Community policing is a philosophy that involves problem solving with the
assistance of the community. It has many forms: Block Watch, Citizens’ Crime
Watch and Community Policing Centres (CPCs).
Vancouver has 10 Community Policing Centres, eight of which are non-profit
organizations operated by autonomous boards of directors, with two
operated by the VPD. Funding for the CPCs comes from the City of Vancouver
(about $1 million per annum) and other donations. A map showing all of the
Vancouver CPCs and their contact information is located on the very last page
of this handbook.

Volunteer Rights & Responsibilities
Volunteers have the right to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the highest quality volunteer experience possible
be treated as an important co-worker
receive appropriate training, guidance, and direction
be given adequate information, training materials and instruction about the
office and your volunteer position
be given appropriate tasks with clear instructions
be given a clear understanding of communication procedures within the
GWCPC
be heard and recognized for work done
be informed of schedule and policy changes affecting volunteers
receive invitations to recognition activities and workshops for upgrading
your skills
have opportunity for feedback on your volunteer performance
work in a safe environment
have fun!

Volunteer Responsibilities
• GWCPC Volunteers are self-directed, which means they choose how and
when they want to spend the 4 volunteer hours per month they agreed to
give. Some activities require a qualification before sign up is allowed.
• Use the web based volunteer software to schedule in for or remove yourself
from shifts/patrols and to log your volunteer hours.
• GWCPC policy is to log volunteer hours using myVolunteerPage.com at the
conclusion of each shift or patrol or as soon as possible after an outreach
event or training session. Many people use their smart phones to do this. If
you access myVolunteerPage.com on your mobile device, it will ask you if
you would like to use the mobile version. The home page on the volunteer
computer in the front office is set to myVolunteerPage.com.
• Be organized! Don’t leave scheduling in to earn your 4 hours to the last week
of the calendar month, try to spread them out throughout the month.

• Keep informed on CPC issues by reading email at least once per day and to
promptly read any other materials suggested by the GWCPC.
• Request to be placed on the Excused List if you know you will not be able to
complete your 4 volunteer hours. Life happens, just let the Coordinator of
Volunteers know!
• Be committed to the patrol or shift you scheduled in and have been
confirmed for. Inform your partner and the GWCPC Coordinator of
Volunteers as soon as possible if you are unable to keep your confirmed shift.
Never let your partner down by not showing up.
• If cancelling more than 24 hours in advance of your shift or patrol use
the software to remove yourself from the schedule. An electronic email
notification is generated and sent to the Coordinator of Volunteers.
• Call in to the GWCPC if cancelling within 24 hours of any activity you have
signed up for and leave a message for the Coordinator of Volunteers. Call
your partner to let them know you had to cancel.
• Inform the Coordinator of Volunteers if you wish to terminate your volunteer
position.
• Follow established office procedures to enable the CPC to run smoothly.
• Show discretion and respect privacy and confidentiality in all matters, both
related and not related to your work as a volunteer.
• Talk to the Coordinator of Volunteers or any staff member if you feel you are
not getting what you want from your volunteer experience or you want to
give feedback.

The Partnerships

The Grandview-Woodland CPC is a partnership between the VPD, the staff, and
the volunteers. We all have roles and responsibilities that overlap, balance and
compliment each other. As a volunteer, you are a valued partner to the staff,
the NPO (Neighbourhood Police Officer), and to the other volunteers who make
up our team.

Volunteers
• Respond to and interact with the public by taking incident reports and
offering information that is available through the office.
• Participate in CPC programs such as Information Services, Volunteer Patrols,
and CPTED (Crime Prevention through Environmental Design).
• Participate with special events and community outreach projects.
• Always volunteer in pairs or with staff!

Staff
• The Coordinator, Assistant Coordinator and the Coordinator of Volunteers
are the three staff members who support volunteers and coordinate
programs, events & projects.
• Oversee scheduling, training, & organizing.
• Manage the office.

VPD Neighbourhood Police Officer (NPO)
• Deals with non-emergency police issues that come to the attention of the
office either through reports in the log book or by people walking in asking
to speak with  police officer.
• Responds to incidents of crime or accident in a traditional patrol function.
• Meets with business owners and residents to provide personal security
review of homes and businesses (CPTED).
• Partners with CPC volunteers at Outreach events, patrol initiatives, and
Speed Watch set ups.
• Acknowledges appreciation for the many contributions GWCPC volunteers
make to the CPC by offering 3 hour Ride-a-Longs to volunteers. These are
booked through the Volunteer Coordinator and are offered to volunteers.

Business Improvement Association (BIA)
• The CPC partners with the Commercial Drive Business Improvement Association to
help out at many community events that happen within Grandview-Woodland.
• The BIA sponsors the GWCPC Commercial Drive Community Patrol Program,
informs the GWCPC of current crime and street disorder concerns, and encourages
businesses to ask for assistance and report crime.

About Community Patrol

In 2011 the GWCPC entered an agreement with the Commercial Drive Business Society to receive funding to
sponsor a Business Liaison Patrol through the Commercial Drive Community Patrol Program. Two licensed
security guards work as part time GWCPC staff to provide five weekly four hour patrol
shifts in the business improvement area between Venables Street and East 13th Avenue.
The Community Patrol Program develops relationships with merchants along the Drive
as well as with professional offices, residents, visitors and many familiar personalities on
the street. The patrol’s visible presence and familiarity with community members helps
to reduce street disorder and contributes to overall calming in the business district. The
Commercial Drive Community Patrol provides another method to complement a safe
and enjoyable experience for residents and visitors on Commercial Drive and to visibly
contribute to the well-being of the community
The Commercial Drive Community Patrol Program works to engage BIA members in crime
prevention, to address the safety and security concerns of businesses, and encourage
reporting of crime. The Community Patrol promotes prevention through crime alerts
to avoid commercial crimes of shoplifting, theft by distraction, point of sale fraud and
counterfeit currency as well as publicizing community services and events.
If a call comes in to the CPC on your shift about an incident on the Drive, or a store calls to report an incident,
you can call Community Patrol on their cell phone to give them a heads up and if they are in close proximity
they can check it out. The number to call is 778 228-5651 and this number is posted on the bulletin board
above the volunteer desk.

Volunteer Software

The GWCPC manages volunteer participation using a web-based
software program which can be accessed from anywhere that has an
internet connection. The software is called “myVolunteerPage.com”
and the home page at the volunteer computer is set to this.
GWCPC volunteers are self-directed, which means each volunteer
is responsible for scheduling in and to log their volunteer hours
promptly. The Volunteer Software makes this easy!
The volunteer software is used for:
• volunteers to schedule shifts or patrols
• volunteers to log their hours for CPC activities they have
participated in
• volunteers to remove themselves from a scheduled patrol or shift
• volunteers & staff to view schedules ‘online’ or remotely, and
• staff to manage CPC volunteers and to collect stats and produce reports for the Board of Directors.
Allow a few minutes at the
end of your shift or patrol to
log your hours before leaving
the office. If you volunteered
at an event , or have otherwise
worked away from the office,
log your hours from home
ASAP after the event or
training session concludes.

A user name and password have been issued to you by email and instructions given on
updating your volunteer profile and giving yourself qualifications. Be sure to familiarize
yourself with the software and fill in all the blank information fields. Log your volunteer
time for completing this tasks using the software!

MyVolunteerPage for Mobile Phones

Volunteers can go directly to the mobile site at MyVolunteerPage.mobi to sign up
for shifts, check schedules, log hours and email from their smart phone. Accessing
MyVolunteerPage.com on a mobile device will ask you if you would like to use the
mobile version.

Volunteer Contact List

The contact list lets volunteers see each other’s email, cell phone numbers and the qualifications each
volunteer has. This is useful for those wanting to connect with another volunteer to ask them to foot patrol
or speed watch or to let your partner know you are cancelling a shift or patrol. Volunteers can access and
open this document from anywhere they have access to the internet. New PDF versions of the Volunteer
Contact List are uploaded periodically to the Volunteer Software. This document, and other documents in
our library, can be found by clicking on the “Files” folder at the bottom of the “splash” or first page on the
Volunteer Software.

Board of Directors

The GWCPC is a registered non-profit society with an elected volunteer Board of Directors. The Board meets
monthly to discuss initiatives, programs, local issues, future directions, fundraising and financial matters. All
Board members are active GWCPC volunteers.
To be eligible to become a member of the Board of Directors, candidates must have been an active GWCPC
volunteer for a minimum of 3 months and have a good understanding of what the CPC does and how it
relates to the community.
Each Fall, an Annual General Meeting (AGM) is held and new Board of Directors are elected for two year
terms. Active GWCPC volunteers are encouraged to come together as a group to attend the AGM, there is
always an interesting key note speaker invited, usually an executive from
VPD. Opportunities for volunteers to join the Board of Directors team may
become available if vacancies open throughout the year.
All CPC volunteers are welcome to sit in on Board meetings. These 2 hour
meetings are held one evening each month in the CPC Boardroom. Board
members also commit to participate in a least one working group.
The Board has four working groups: Finance, Fundraising, Human
Resources, and Web/PR. Working groups are open to all GWCPC
volunteers who would like to contribute time in assisting staff.
If you plan to attend a Board meeting and you have an item you want
discussed, contact the Board President and request that your item be
added to the agenda. This will ensure that there is time allocated for you
to speak at the meeting.
Are you interested in becoming a Board member or part of a working
group? Make yourself known to the CPC Coordinator!

Fundraising

The GWCPC is a non-profit organization that receives about half its annual operating & program budget from
the VPD through the City of Vancouver. The GWCPC receives tremendous financial assistance from the BC
Community Gaming Grants and other program specific grants for portions of the CPC’s volunteer programs
and activities, but it is not enough to cover the expenses of day-to-day operations at the GWCPC. Community
policing depends on donations from individuals, service clubs, and support from grass root fundraising
initiatives, many involving CPC volunteers.
The GWCPC has had to get creative with ways to raise extra money to ensure financial health and some
of these initiatives involve volunteer participation. Volunteers are expected to contribute or participate in
fundraisers throughout the year, particularly with the Scotiabank run.

ScotiaBank 5K Walk or Run | Half Marathon
The goal is to engage all active GWCPC volunteers in participating in this very large and
ambitious fundraising effort that takes place each June as we collectively strive to raise
operating funds for the GWCPC.  In 2014 the GWCPC staff and volunteers exceeded
the $10,000 goal that was set for the GWCPC. The participation of each active GWCPC
volunteer is needed to ensure our efforts are a big success!
GWCPC runners and walkers sign up for the Scotiabank Half Marathon
or 5K Walk/5K Run or as a fundraiser and set a goal for the money they
think they can raise, the minimum being $100. Each runner, walker, or
fundraiser has their own fundraising page and donations are collected
through the marathon website. Friends or family of GWCPC volunteers
are welcome to run or walk to fundraise for GWCPC by signing up
under the GWCPC charity. Runners and walkers receive a T-shirt to wear
during the race and a medal to wear around their neck after!

WOW! This sounds like a lot of work!

Yes, it’s a little bit of work, but financial stability for our GWCPC is worth it! GWCPC staff & volunteers have a
super fun day together and it’s wonderful to be part of such an awesome team!
There are 5 options for volunteers to choose from to participate with the Scotiabank Fundraiser – which one
will you choose?

1. Walk or Run in the Race
• Registration fees for CPC volunteers or those running for the GWCPC Charity will be paid by the GWCPC
so there is no cost to volunteers who want to run or walk to fundraise!
• Once walkers and runners have registered they work their own networks to raise money! The preferred
goal for each participant registered to raise $250
but if that is too onerous an amount, choose a
fundraising target or goal that you feel you can
obtain. ($100. minimum)
• Some volunteers have had incredible success with
donations of just $10 from their many friends &
family.
• Runners and walkers can log their volunteer time
for race day.
2. Sponsor a Walker or a Runner
• The Scotiabank website http://www.
canadarunningseries.com/svhm/ shows each Charity
“team” and all of the members names so you can
see at a glance who the walkers and runners are and who could use some help with their fundraising!
• Select their name from the list, follow the instructions, and make a donation!
• Sponsors who donate $10 or more are emailed a Charitable Tax Receipt from Scotiabank.
3. Sign up as a Fundraiser
• Even if you can’t be there to walk or run in the race volunteers can still sign up to be a fundraiser!
4. Sign up as a Course Marshall
• Help with the fundraiser by donating your time to be a Course Marshall at the race.
• Race organizers pay a $200 honorarium when a minimum of 10 volunteers from the GWCPC agree to
volunteer as a Course Marshall on race day.
• Course Marshalls can log volunteer time as well!
5. Excused List
• Active GWCPC volunteers are expected to contribute in some way with the Scotiabank Fundraiser and
should be signed up for one of the 4 options available. However, sometimes it works out that a volunteer
just isn’t able to participate. If this is the case, volunteers need to request Option #5, to be placed on the
Excused List and should do so ASAP after the Fundraiser begins.

Lions Club Tree Lot

For over 35 years the Lions Club Christmas Tree Lot, located at 41st Avenue & Fraser
Street, has been a well-established Vancouver tradition as the go-to place to find the
perfect Christmas tree.
The tree lot opens the last weekend of November and runs through December until a
few days before Christmas when they sell out of trees. GWCPC volunteers assist the
Lions Club tree lot customers in selecting the perfect Christmas tree, give the tree a
“fresh cut”, and help them load the tree into or onto their vehicle. This is a fun way to help & contribute
toward GWCPC fundraising!
Net proceeds from the Lions Clubs Tree Lot are directed back toward community groups, schools and
charities, which includes community policing! The Lions Club showed their appreciation for the GWCPC tree
lot volunteers with a donation of$2000. to the CPC for the 15 shifts covered in 2013!

Community Policing Day Shredding Event

Identity Theft is a crime in which someone obtains and uses another person’s personal information in a way
that involves fraud or deception. Often, a person’s personal information such as bank information or credit
card information is taken from people’s garbage!
On Community Policing Day, which is held in early September, the CPC
hosts a paper shredding event where residents, business owners and CPC
volunteers can bring their boxes of old tax records, bills, bank statements
and other confidential documents and have them shredded and recycled
in the Urban Impact truck. It’s a great way to get rid of a lot of personal
papers quickly and also to avoid identity theft by preventing personal
information from falling into the wrong hands.
Do you have a box of personal papers that you would like to have
shredded?
This service is offered to the public by donation and is another of
the major annual fundraisers for the GWCPC. The Commercial Drive
VanCity branch sponsors the event but the GWCPC receives 100% of the
donations! Suggested donation is $5 per file box.

Holiday Flowerpot Sales

Each season the GWCPC staff and volunteers put together flowerpots to
sell as a fundraiser, the photo to the left shows  “Mother’s Day” flowerpots.
These are displayed in the front window of the CPC. Volunteers and the public
can purchase a rather cute flowerpot for mom on Mother’s Day or just to
celebrate the arrival of spring! Look for these or other seasonal fundraising
opportunities to support the GWCPC in a fundraiser.
The GWCPC is always looking for new and innovative ways to raise funds.
Do you have a good fundraising idea? Share your ideas with staff or Board
members or join the Fundraising Working Group!

Cell Phone Recycling

The GWCPC collects old cell phones for recycling as a way to raise funds for GWCPC programs &
activities, for example buying the pizza lunch for the Community Cleanup volunteers or supplies
needed for any of the CPC’s outreach or patrol programs.
Volunteers or members of the public can donate their old cell phones and chargers to the GWCPC and then
the CPC is paid for each phone that is recycled. When bundled together with charger & battery the cell
phones have a higher value. Phones without chargers will also be accepted.

Information Services | Front Office

GWCPC volunteers are expected to be professional, polite, respectful, and empathetic when working with
the public. The policy of confidentiality applies to all the work you do in this office. Volunteers are required to
read the PIPA (Personal Information & Privacy Act) pamphlet, watch the short “Power of Empathy” video,
learn the volunteer software, and attend an Office & Orientation Session prior to receiving their “Office”
qualification. When these tasks have been completed, and the Office & Orientation training session has
concluded, volunteers give themselves the office qualification and are able to view and schedule in for Office on
myVolunteerPage.com.
Read through the log book when you are on shift to catch up on what is going on
in the area and to help you learn how to write reports. Do you see the difference
between a well-documented report and one that is just so-so? Good penmanship and
attention to detail is a must.
Take a few minutes to read through the Front Office Ready Reference Guide when you
are on shift. The Ready Reference Guide will give you standard answers to the most
common questions asked by people who come into or call the CPC for assistance and
is your “go to” resource if you need an answer to a question.
Pay attention to the display in the front window of the CPC. These will let you know
what program or outreach event is being featured or what is being highlighted.
Try to keep current with all documentation and instructions. Read the bulletin board each time you come in and
look for new information and volunteer opportunities, read your email at least once per day. Complete reading
of requested materials promptly and log volunteer hours as directed after completing the task.
Be sure to leave a few minutes at the conclusion of your shift or patrol to log your volunteer hours on
myVolunteerPage.com before leaving the office.

Taking Reports
Reports can be taken in-person, by telephone, or e-mail. Multiple people read these reports, including the NPO,
so please print legibly. Can you read what you just wrote? Double check the tombstone information is correct!
Fill in ALL the fields on the Major Report Form. It may be hard for others to “guess” the details later. Use the
police format for the date which is: year-month-day. Staff and the NPO read the Log Book regularly, be as detailoriented as possible Document your action, even if none was taken (i.e. “Didn’t call 9-1-1 because Reportee
refused”). Everything MUST be documented either as a minor or major report; do not write it as both.

Determine if Reportee has called the police (9-1-1 or non-emergency) prior to contacting the CPC. If so,
record what action the police took and if the Reportee has a VPD incident number.
Is it a neighbourhood safety problem? Inquire if the Reportee is a member of a Block Watch. If not, give
them a Block Watch pamphlet to take away with them or direct them to the VPD website. At the end of your
conversation, invite the person to keep the CPC posted on the problem.
Check to see that the incident falls within the GWCPC zone boundaries. Incidents from outside our area
should be referred to the appropriate CPC.
Every contact with the public must be recorded as an Activity Log (Major) Report or a Minor Request
Report. Include the following information, if applicable:
• contact info such as reportee’s name, address and phone number, and date of birth
• location, date, and time of incident (incident number optional)
• suspect description, address, vehicle description, and license plate number
• address of incident.
Write a brief description of the Reportee on the back of the incident report when he/she leaves. Include
height, weight, hair colour, ethnicity, and any other strong physical attributes. The NPO will appreciate the
extra information if he/she begins an investigation.
People may remain anonymous if they want to, but
they should be made aware that we will not be able Code
to follow up with them without their contact info.
Gather as much information and detail as possible
about what happened!

Activity Log Book | Minor Contacts
These are a few examples of things that would be
logged as Minor Report:
• voicemail messages
• minor phone calls or messages in to the office
• visits to the office by people dropping in to say
hello (for example dog treats, directions, etc.)
• people asking for directions or to use the phone.

GWCPC Weekly Minor Requests
Date
Time
yy/mm/dd

Report

Name and #

Phone or
Walk-in

Activity Log Book | Major Reports
People call or visit the office to make a report or ask for assistance regarding problems in the community.
The CPC attempts to solve these problems in partnership with the Vancouver police, community agencies,
and various municipal departments.
METHOD OF CONTACT
PHONE
E-mail
WALK IN

Y/M/D

LOG ENTRY CODE:

DATE OF EVENT:

ADDRESS INVOLVED:

REPORTEE’S NAME:
COMMON NAME:
D.O.B/ I.D.:
DESCRIPTION:

REPORTED TO:

NPO:
CPC PHONE/email
COORDINATOR:
VOLUNTEER CO
ASSIST’ COORD.
VOLUNTEER:

REPORTEE’S ADDRESS:
REPORTEE’S PHONE:
home

TIME OF CONTACT:

work

NAME:

cell

s

CPC REFERENCE
NUMBER:

This is a sample of the form used for Major
Reports:

s

GWCPC Major Report
CPC Name: Grandview-Woodland Community Policing Centre

Email address:

s

Describe the details here. Feel free to
use the reverse side of the form or add
a page if you need more room to write.

s

Put your name here so we know who
took the report in case there are
questions later.

What did you do?
Document it!

s

DETAILS Use back of form if necessary

Fill in these fields with as much detail as
possible. Can others read your writing?
Please write legibly!

The NPO will fill in this section after
reviewing the report.

CPC ACTION (please detail)
CPC CALLED NE
REFERRED R. TO NE
REFERRAL TO CITY DEP’T/SERVICES
REFERRAL TO OTHER AGENCY
LOST/FOUND PROPERTY | ACTION TAKEN:

POLICE ACTION
PC
ASSIGNED:

Police Action
Information Only
Complainant advised of outcome:
Yes
No
NOTES:

R10/14

VPD INCIDENT NUMBER:

Date Concluded:

In many of the incidents, the type of contact directs you to pass information on to the NPO or the
Coordinator — this is done by ensuring information is written into the Activity Log as a major report. No
other notes or messages are necessary. Someone will call the Reportee back for further follow up.
There are many options to consider when people are reporting depending on whether or not there
is a suspect. “No suspect” means that the Reportee or witness did not see who committed the crime
Suspicions, hunches, or rumours are not sufficient to suggest a suspect. The Reportee must have witnessed
something concrete and be able to give a description to report a suspect. They had to have “seen” someone
and describe them.
Always check the Ready Reference Guide before giving advice. Use the internet to track down information.

Taking a Description
A person’s description can help the police to locate
or identify an individual. Focus on these three points:
1. Things you can’t change (body type)
2. Things that might change (clothing)
3. Details that sometimes make the difference
(identifying features like scars or tattoos)
Begin with the overall look of the person:
• Gender
• Race
• Age
• Build (stocky, medium, thin, muscular)
• Height & weight (estimate according to your own
height)
Then work from the top down:
• Hair colour
• Hair type (curly, thin, bald) & length
• Face shape (oval, square, round, etc.)
• Mouth-lip shape (thin, thick, prominent lower lip,
missing teeth, etc.)
• Eyes (colour, shape)
• Eyebrows (bushy, arched, joining, plucked/thin)
• Nose (pointed, small, broken, flat)

• Chin (receding, protruding, square, double)
• Complexion (fresh/fair, black, olive, freckled,
blotchy, pockmarked, etc.)
• Facial hair (beard/goatee, moustache, side burns)
• Ears (different sizes, large, missing, cauliflower)
• Clothing – describe type, colour, style, belt,
buckles, and include disguises
• Footwear (gumboots, sandals, running shoes,
boots, colours, sole types, etc.) as these change
less often
• Accessories (wristwatch, ring, wallet, baggage,
glasses, etc.)
• Peculiarity – noticeable or memorable features
such as a scar, tattoo, limp, anything that is
distinctive
• Actual words used – describe the voice (accent,
loud, soft, nasal, rapid, etc.)
• If the person being described is someone seen
regularly, note whether they wear an article of
clothing repeatedly such as fatigues, a particular
jacket or baseball cap. Note the style and
condition of clothes, and what type of shoes they
were wearing.

VPD Incident Numbers
An incident number is the number that the VPD use to track files. We help
citizens obtain incident numbers from the VPD for certain offences such as theft,
mischief, and theft from auto by calling 9-1-1 or non-emerg. This helps us and the
police monitor activity in the area. Insurance companies also require incident
numbers in order to process insurance claims.

Answering the phone at the GWCPC
• Answer the phone “GRANDVIEW-WOODLAND COMMUNITY POLICING
CENTRE, HOW MAY I HELP YOU?”
• Use the phone message pad to leave a message for staff or the NPO. The
PINK copy should be left on the person’s desk who the message is for, the
WHITE copy stays in the book.
• Ensure that every call is recorded on the weekly Minor Contact Sheet, even
minor requests and messages.
• Incident reports are entered in the Activity Log Book (Major Reports).

Calling E-Comm: 9-1-1 & Non-Emergency
Have you ever witnessed something suspicious and wondered whether you should call the police? Many
people are unsure when to call 911, when to call the non-emergency number, or whether to report it at all!
Whatever the incident, the police and E-Comm staff are available 24/7, 365 days/year.  

When to Call 9-1-1

The 9-1-1 number is for police, fire or medical emergencies when immediate action is required. This number
should only be called if life or property is in danger, or if a crime is in progress or just about to occur. A few
examples of in-progress crime can include:
• fights & assaults
• suspect is still at the scene (B&E, Theft)
• impaired driver
• suspicious activity
• a serious crime that has just happened. *
*If the suspect has fled, provide a description of the suspect and the direction of travel.

When to call Non-Emergency

The non-emergency line is for situations where an immediate response from the police is not required.*
This includes things like reporting a crime with no suspect or with a time delay, ongoing crime issues that are
not in progress, or noise complaints.
If you are unsure how serious an incident is, call 9-1-1 and the call-taker will advise you whether you should be
reporting it through the non-emergency number instead.
The Non-Emergency number (604) 717-3321 is the standard response for most calls made by volunteers
to the VPD.
When speaking with the call operator, use the same protocol as you would when placing a 9-1-1 call.
* This means the event has already taken place and no suspect is present. For example, you have come home to
discover your garage has been broken into and your lawn mower and bike have been stolen.

On the Phone with 9-1-1

“Police, Ambulance or Fire — for what city please?”
These are the first words you will hear from a call taker when dialling 9-1-1.
Be clear when relaying information, and:
• Follow the instructions of the 9-1-1 call-taker.
• Remain calm.
• State where you are calling from (Grandview-Woodland CPC) and give a brief description of the problem.
• State the location of the incident, or your location if viewing first hand.
• Give as detailed a description of the persons/vehicles involved as possible.
• Note any additional suspects — take a look around for accomplices.
• Give the direction of travel (person or vehicle).
• Give the mode of travel — on foot, on bike, in a car?
• Give information about weapons/tools: tools can become weapons, so remember about your own safety.
• Update the call taker on exactly what it is you are witnessing/changes.
• Give your name, CPC phone number, and address.
• Stay on the line until you are told to hang up.

Office Visitors, Front Counter and 9-1-1

When an office visitor needs to call 9-1-1, have them call from our phone to speak directly with the 9-1-1
operator.
• Sometimes people in this situation are reluctant to call, so ask them to stay while you make the call.
• If you are calling non-emerg and are put on hold, start a Major Report while you are waiting.
• When talking to the E-Comm operator, start the call by identifying yourself and the CPC, then briefly state
the reason for the call and explain the situation before handing the phone to the person involved.
• Listen to what the person is telling the operator and start or continue to compile information for a Major
Report in the Log Book. This way the Reportee does not have to repeat the information to you again.

How do others perceive you or your actions?
Volunteers are often the face of the GWCPC when working in the
office, out on patrol, or at an outreach event and their actions could
impact the reputation of the GWCPC.
Volunteers should be aware of how their body language,
expressions, or words used in conversations in everyday life can
impact others who can hear your conversation. For example, using
expressions likes “holey crap”, “Jeezus”, or other slang terms may
offend some people or may not be appropriate to use around young
children. Having your arms crossed in front of you when talking
with somebody could be interpreted by others that you are not
approachable. When volunteering try to think about how others may
perceive you or your actions.

Things to remember
•
•
•
•

We do not give advice. We refer people to the appropriate services.
If you are witnessing a crime, do not get involved, but do call 9-1-1 from a position of safety.
Be the best witness possible.
Do not place yourself at risk to apprehend a suspect. Suspects can become hostile, aggressive and
combative in an effort to escape.
• Your safety is worth far more than any piece of property.
• If the suspect hasn’t seen you, keep it that way!
• Make sure you have an ‘out’ and that your safety is not compromised; back away and leave the area if
necessary. Your safety comes first.

Abusive or Aggressive Behaviour
The GWCPC is committed to ensuring that your volunteer experience at the GWCPC will be safe and
pleasant, however the possibility exists that you may encounter a difficult or hostile person in the office, or
on the street while on patrol. Individuals who become abusive or aggressive are likely not upset with you
personally, but are angry at the lack of perceived attention, or prior level of help.
Listen to what the person has to say. Individuals who make a complaint often put forward their point of view
with a prepared speech. If they can do so without yelling or abusive language, give them the opportunity to
make their statement without interruption.
This will allow them to vent their frustration. Interrupting them or trying to defend your position may
provoke the person to become more abusive or aggressive.
Let them tell their story several times if need be. The individual may be more approachable and willing
to engage in a more agreeable conversation once their initial anger has passed. However, if you feel
threatened or their demeanor or manner becomes aggressive, do not hesitate to call 9-1-1.

Dealing with upset people . . .
If you are approached by an individual who is upset or has an abusive demeanor:
• Listen and attempt to defuse the situation.
• Remain calm, polite and attentive.
• Display appropriate behaviour towards them so that you can influence them
to calm down and behave rationally – speak in a calm voice.
• Ask the individual to speak to you calmly and rationally so that you can help
them.
• If your request is ignored, don’t remain disputing the point, leave the area.
• Do not argue with an individual at any time and never turn your back on them.
• Do not try to touch an individual at any time.

Be a Good Listener
Record Reportee’s name and phone number. Explain that we cannot get back to them if we don’t have any
contact info. If they want anonymity, take the report anyway.
If still unclear, tell them you will have the Coordinator call them as soon as they are able to do so. Saying, “we
will find out and someone will get back to you with more information” is better than guessing at a solution.
Be helpful and empathetic, but don’t make promises or commit the GWCPC to any action beyond assuring
them that you will pass the information on to the NPO or the CPC Coordinator.
If the Reportee insists on speaking to a police constable, take their information and tell them you will pass the
message on, or call non-emergency.

Escalation to Aggressive Behaviour

If the individual was requested, but refuses to leave the office, advise your partner that you need a “PB” form
(call to 9-1-1 and ask for police). Do not hesitate to leave and walk out the back door of the GWCPC if you feel
unsafe.
PB Form – Secret Safety Code for Volunteers
We have implemented a code for volunteers to use to
let each other know that things are going badly, and the
police are needed. The secret code is that we ask each
other for a form:
“Do you need a PB Form?”
(PB stands for PANIC BUTTON)
If the person says YES then go to the back and call 9-1-1 or
press the Panic Button.
Likewise, if you are out on patrol and are in a difficult
situation, do not hesitate to call 9-1-1, or to use the secret
code so your partner knows you have detected a problem
that they may not have seen. For instance, there is a
weapon or person of concern. You would then say:
“We need to get a PB Form”.
To the other partner – do not argue! This means leave
ASAP.
This code is not meant to alarm you – it is simply a code we
can use in order to increase safety for all.

Panic Button

If you feel you cannot call 9-1-1, a Panic Button is located at the
front desk in a small basket attached to the counter — it looks like
a doorbell, similar to the one shown below.
Make sure that you know where this is. When you press and hold
it for 5 seconds, a silent alarm is sent to the alarm company.
The alarm company will attempt to call to find
out if you are okay and if you do not answer,
police will be dispatched. If you can answer
but are not okay, just answer the operator’s
question:
“Is everything alright?” with “No.” They will
then dispatch police.
In an extremely threatening situation leave by the
back door if necessary!

The City of Vancouver | Calls to 3-1-1
Calling 3-1-1 connects callers to a centralized service that provides citizens with ready access to most
municipal information and non-emergency services within the City of Vancouver.
The contact centre is in operation 7 days/week, from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. However, certain emergency services
can be contacted 24 hours/day, such as water, sewers, trees, street lights, or traffic signals.
Here are some examples of what type of calls the 3-1-1 service can address:
• abandoned cars
• overflowing garbage on City of Vancouver property
• human waste
• graffiti on City of Vancouver property
• noise complaints such as loud music, construction noise, barking dogs etc.
• bylaw issues
• abandoned furniture
• questions about off-leash dog parks
• potholes in a road or sidewalk.
The city is then able to track what people are calling about,
how frequently they are calling, and how quickly issues
are resolved.
Callers who speak languages other than English will
be connected to Language Line, a service that
provides translators in 175 languages.

British Columbia Services Society | Calls to 211
What is 211?

211 is an easy-to-remember, three-digit telephone number that provides free, confidential, multilingual
information and referral to a full range of community, social, and government services. Twenty-four hours
a day, seven days a week, Information and Referral Specialists link callers to the services and support they
need. By simply dialling 211, callers can easily find the resources in their area that are most appropriate to
their situation.
211 is for everyone and anyone who is seeking information about services in Metro Vancouver such as:
• A senior citizen wanting home care support in order to live independently
• A teenager looking for job-seeking skills
• A homeless person seeking a shelter bed and a hot meal
• A recent immigrant needing language and employment training
• A family searching for child-care services in their community or close to work
• A father trying to find services for his son with a newly diagnosed illness
• A laid-off worker wanting to find out about employment insurance
• A person affected by disabilities looking for services available in their community
BC211 currently operates the following help lines:
• VictimLink: a 24/7 multinlingual help line for victims of crime in BC and Yukon
• Youth Against Violence Line: a 24/7 multilingual help line for BC youth wanting to make anonymous
reports about violence, or that want to find information about resources in their area.
• Alcohol and Drug Information and Referral Line: a 24/7 multilingual line for anyone affected by alcohol or
drug misuse.
• Problem Gambling Help Line: a 24/7 multilingual help line for anyone in BC affected by problem gambling.
• Inform Vancouver: a 24/7 multilingual line for anyone in the Lower Mainland wanting information and
referral regarding community, social and government services.
• The Shelter and Street Help Line: a 24/7 multilingual line which assists in finding available shelter beds
and other services in the Lower Mainland.
www.bc211.ca

Lost Property
More and more found property is being turned to the GWCPC store front office.  If you have ever lost your
wallet, purse, phone or a knapsack you will know how positive it can be to have your valuables returned!

Steps to follow when processing found property

• All found property turned in to the GWCPC results in a major report.
• The reportee may wish to remain anonymous; try to obtain the date, time, and
location where the property was found. This may be useful to determine whether
the property was stolen or just left behind. This information can be important to
police if a crime took place close to where the property was found.
• If the property is in any way suspicious or dangerous looking, ie: knives, brass
knuckles, drugs etc, turn items over to the NPO. If the NPO is not available, call
non-emergency for police pick up. (604-717-3321)
• Anything that looks toxic, smells, smokes or leaks should not be brought into the office. Packages left
outside the office door are to be left untouched and 9-1-1 should be phoned.
• If the found property is in a closed bag, purse or a knapsack you must wear a pair of blue disposable
gloves and use tongs to remove items while inspecting the items. This will protect your hands from any
unseen contents, substances, or drug paraphernalia.
• Start a Major Report form and record an inventory of the contents including any personal identification
such as passport, native status card, permanent resident card, refugee claim form, Driver’s License, BCID,
birth certificate, SIN card. This type of ID may help find the owner of the property with the help of the
NPO.
• Federally issued government ID such as a Passport, Permanent Resident Card, or Status Card must be
handed over to the NPO. If the NPO is not available call non-emergency for pick up by a Community
Safety Officer.
• Include in the inventory any banking or credit cards and list money in amounts and denominations. If
we can help locate the owner, this inventory also acts to inform the owner of the contents when their
property was received at the GWCPC.
• In the locked Lost & Found filing cabinet you will find Vancouver Police Exhibit envelopes.  Place the
property in the appropriately sized envelope and label it on the top with the CPC reference number
and date from the major report, a description of the contents (a black wallet etc.), the owner’s name if
included on any identification, and list any monies on the back of the envelope.
• Be sure to lock the property in the cabinet after completing the major report.
• Items of little value or likelihood that we will find the owner, such as lost keys or eye glasses, can be kept
in the unlocked plastic Lost and Found drawer on top of the cabinet.

Locating the owner of lost property:

• You may employ any public means available to inform the owner of lost valuables
whenever possible; telephone, internet search, a call to their financial institution,
their ICE card. Owners of lost property have even been located through an East Side
Food Co-op membership!
• You cannot ask the bank, library, food co-op, fitness club etc. to divulge any of the
owner’s personal contact information. Leave the GWCPC phone number, location and hours
of operation, and ask them to notify their client their property has been turned in to the CPC office.  
• The GWCPC has access to several local google groups, the owners of keys or glasses have been found by
posting a notification to these groups. Let staff know if you have taken in keys or glasses.
• If the owner cannot be located through public means, leave the report for review by our NPO who may be
able to confidentially obtain a phone number for the owner through their Driver’s License or BCID.  
• If the property cannot be returned through the GWCPC it will be submitted to the VPD lost property office
located at 2010 Glen Drive. The Lost Property office is open from 8:00 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Monday to Friday
and is closed on statutory holidays. The phone number is 604 717-2726.

Reuniting the owner with their lost property:

• When the owner has been located and happily enters the GWCPC to retrieve their found property, ask them
for some form of identification to ensure they are the actual owner. If they have lost most of their major
identification their identity may be obvious from found photo ID.
• Locate the envelope containing the items in the locked found property cabinet.
• Find the original CPC report from the reference # on the envelope.
• Have the property owner review the inventory on the original major report and sign the report form with
the current date as a release that the items logged were returned to them.
• Protect the private information of the person who brought in the property by putting a piece of paper over
the top part of the form. You or CPC staff will also sign the report as a witness that the items were returned.
• Remove the item(s) from the VPD Exhibit Envelope and shred the envelope.
• Do not return the VPD Exhibit Envelope to the claimant. If someone requests something to put loose items
in, you may give them a plain envelope.
• You can call the person who turned the property in to let them know the property was claimed and to
thank them.

When people come into the CPC looking for their lost property:

• Log their contact information and description of item lost on information sheet on clipboard in the
unlocked plastic Lost & Found drawer located on top of filing cabinet.
• Check this sheet when property is turned in to see if there is a match.

Ready Reference Guide for Office Volunteers
This is reference book (red binder) is located at the volunteer computer station where volunteers can readily
access it as a resource when they are looking for an answer or information on many of the most common
questions asked at the GWCPC.
One common purpose of Community Policing Centres is to listen to
people’s concerns regarding the community and problem solve with them.
This guide gives you some of the information needed to deal with these
issues consistently.
As a volunteer, this guide will help you:
• give standard answers to common questions
• provide referrals to appropriate services or agencies
• refer the matter to 9-1-1 in emergencies or to report a recent event
involving a suspect
• refer to the assigned constable (NPO) or Vancouver Police Department
(VPD) for action or further advice
• assign the correct incident code to your activity log.

Other interesting reading and reference materials at the front desk
•
•
•
•

Community Resources
BIA Guide to Businesses in Grandview-Woodland
City of Vancouver Bylaws
Volunteer Handbook

Phone Numbers

Refer to the Reference Section further ahead in this document or to the Blue Sheet handouts located on the
from counter that contains the most commonly called numbers. There are a variety of numbers to call for
different kinds of issues. Unless stated otherwise, it is best for the Reportee to call because they will have
first hand information. If they are in the office, have the person use the CPC phone to call, otherwise give
them the number and they can call from home.

Brochures

The CPC offers a wide variety of brochures. These are located in the front of the office. Take a moment when
you are in the office to review what we have to offer.

Saturday Office Volunteers
Staff generally do not work office on Saturdays – this means office volunteers work with another volunteer
partner and there is no “cross over” with staff. Volunteers who work in the office on Saturdays have been
given a SATURDAY OFFICE Qualification on the software and have proven to be knowledgeable, experienced
and independent workers who are able to handle any situation that may arise in the CPC office, or know what
to do if they can’t solve a problem.
Saturday volunteers are 100% committed to their office shift once they have scheduled in and understand that
they will not cancel unless there are special circumstances, or a lot of lead time (3 days notice is best). If you
must cancel last minute, contact your partner ASAP to let them know and then follow up with an email to the
Coordinator of Volunteers.
The Coordinator of Volunteers works Monday to Thursday, Noon to 6 p.m., and does not work on Fridays or
weekends. Volunteers using the software to schedule in or to cancel during these off days need to be aware
of the time lag and that scheduling emails will not be read again until Monday at noon minimum.

Not sure if you have a partner?
There are occasions where a volunteer has scheduled in for a patrol and
not received a confirming email in a timely manner. This could happen if a
volunteer schedules in at a time when the Coordinator of Volunteers hasn’t
read the scheduling email because of a time lag, for example on a weekend.
Volunteers who have scheduled in for Office are not sent a confirming email
because almost every office shift is partnered. On the rare occasion that
there is a last minute cancellation, or the office shift goes unbooked, the
volunteer will be contacted directly to let them know their shift is cancelled.
Activate the privacy feature on your volunteer software profile so that others
can see your scheduled shifts. Volunteers are encouraged to tick this box the
first time they use the software to schedule in for an office shift or patrol by
clicking on the SIGN UP TAB and ticking the box at the top of the page that
says “I want other volunteers to be able to see my name in the list of assigned
volunteers.” The Privacy Setting can’t be over ridden by a manager.
Volunteers who want to see who they are partnered with can view this by
clicking the ASSIGNMENT TAB to see their own schedule, then under the
“WHO” column click on the two heads icon next to the shift to reveal who
their partner is.

Keys to the GWCPC
Keys to the CPC are the property of the CPC and volunteers who are issued keys are accountable for them.
Volunteers can be issued a key after gaining some CPC experience, usually after three months of
volunteering. A Key Waiver Form will need to be completed and signed when keys are issued. The Volunteer
Software is updated by the Coordinator of Volunteers to show you as a key holder.
Volunteers who schedule in on weekends or evenings for patrol or office shifts should ensure they or their
partner have a key to the office and have received instruction on how to use the alarm system before
scheduling in for weekends or for evening shifts. Otherwise they will not be able to gain access to the office.
Volunteers can see who is a key holder by referring to the Volunteer Contact List that is posted at the
bottom of the splash page on the volunteer software.
Keys are issued on an “as needed” basis. Talk to the Coordinator of Volunteers if you want to volunteer on
weekends or evenings and you need a key.
When a volunteer resigns from the GWCPC the key must be returned directly to a staff member and both
staff and volunteer will sign off on the Key Waiver Form that the key has been returned.

Letter of Reference
Volunteers can request a Letter of Reference from staff after they have completed three months of
volunteer time with the GWCPC and have consistently met the minimum requirement of four hours per
month for each of the three months. The letter will contain details about the programs, outreach activities,
or training sessions that the volunteer participated in along the total amount of volunteer hours contributed
to the CPC. The letter may also include mention of examples of leadership qualities that the volunteer has
displayed.
Volunteers requesting a Letter of Reference should allow at least five working days for staff to process the
letter for them.

Resigning as a volunteer
Volunteers are motivated to volunteer at the GWCPC by many different factors. Some people are interested
in a career in law enforcement, others live in the neighbourhood and want to volunteer at a grass roots
level. The GWCPC has many Criminology students who volunteer. Some volunteers are retirees and have
extra time to give, others are recent high school graduates, have never had a job, and are looking for office
experience or to build their resume. Some would like a letter of reference.
There is a point in time for each volunteer where they will have achieved the goals they set for themselves
when they came on as a volunteer and the time comes to resign. While the CPC will be sad that you are
leaving the team we understand that all good things eventually will come to an end. Just like when you came
on as a volunteer there is a process and policies in place when resigning. Usually volunteers complete out
the current month so that their volunteer hours for that month count as an active volunteer.

Policies for Resigning

• Formally notify the Coordinator of Volunteers by email that you will be resigning at the end of the current
calendar month.
• Keys to the CPC are the property of the CPC and volunteers who are issued keys are accountable for
them. If you have been issued a key return it to CPC staff at your last shift or patrol.
• The key needs to be given directly to a staff member and both the volunteer and staff member each sign
off on the GWCPC Key Waiver form that the key has been returned.
• At the beginning of the following calendar month, after month end reports and stats have been
compiled, your email address will be removed from the Google Group and your volunteer status changed
to INACTIVE.

Media | Press Contact
Media calls should be referred to the CPC Coordinator or to the Board Media Liaison. Take information from
the caller and then immediately call the CPC Coordinator, or the Board Media Liaison to relay the message.

Social Media and the GWCPC
• GWCPC volunteers who use social media need to understand that their posting is
not private and that their obligations as GWCPC volunteers apply to all social media
activity (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, blogs etc.). Existing GWCPC policies
on confidentiality, harassment etc. apply equally to social media activities.
• Volunteers should not state or imply that they are representing the GWCPC on social
media unless they have received specific consent or permission from staff to do so.
• Volunteers are responsible for their activities on social media and they may be held accountable by the
GWCPC if their activities are illegal, damage the reputation of the GWCPC, or are in breach of the criminal
code. Consequences of violating the GWCPC’s Social Media policy can include termination as a GWCPC
volunteer or facing civil or criminal liability.
• The GWCPC respects your privacy by not tagging photos we post with volunteers’ names. For reasons
of confidentiality and safety, volunteers are not to identify VPD members or fellow volunteers in social
media.

Facebook

The GWCPC has a Facebook page where a new post is put up almost every day. The
Facebook page feed is also linked to the GWCPC website and people have the option of
reading Facebook post through that newsfeed.

Posts to FB can include information on VPD Crime Prevention campaigns, information about neighbourhood
or city events, crime prevention tips, or photos and comments about or from one of the many GWCPC
outreach events, including photos showing CPC volunteers in action. If you have Facebook “LIKE” us on
Facebook and be sure to check out the GWCPC photo albums!

Instagram

Instagram is a fast and easy way to share a picture or video from a GWCPC event or activity.
Images posted to Instagram will be linked to an online gallery on the GWCPC Facebook
page. From your smart phone you can customize photos with built-in filter effects and
upload them with the hashtag #GWCPC through the email address attached to the account.

GWCPC Website
www.gwcpc.ca

The website is a useful tool
for public education offering
information on crime prevention,
safety, upcoming GWCPC events
and information about volunteer
opportunities. Staff and office
volunteers often refer clients to
information located here on the
GWCPC website.
Volunteers are encouraged to make
the GWCPC website a favourite
on their own computer for easy
reference later. The website
contains a direct feed of postings
made to the GWCPC Facebook
page so if you are not an active
Facebook user, this is another
option available to you to keep in
the loop with the GWCPC.

Secret Page

Bookmark the “secret” page for
GWCPC volunteers at www.gwcpc.
ca/secret
Access the secret page to review
items like this Volunteer Handbook
or other resource PDF documents
available only to volunteers and
staff. This page is not visible to the
public.

Patrol Programs

Foot, Bike, Speed Watch and Pooch Patrols are sponsored in part by ICBC. Volunteers who participate in
these activities are an extra set of eyes and ears for both the VPD and for the City of Vancouver. Volunteer
Patrols respond to citizen inquiries while observing streets, alleys, and
parking lots for unlawful actions. They report all suspicious activity as well
as issues relating to graffiti and garbage. Volunteers in the patrol programs
receive direction from the NPO (Neighbourhood Police Officer) or GWCPC
staff to respond to District Priorities and weekly crime weekly crime
statistics provided by VPD. Bike Patrol can travel to outlying zones or can
pass through several zones.
Foot & Bike patrollers also conduct vehicle safety audits to inform owners
how to protect their vehicles from break-in or theft, look for stolen
cars using a data base of stolen vehicles, and deliver Crime Alerts to
communicate with residents in reported crime areas. Through volunteer
trainings, workshops, and events we encourage you to learn new skills,
meet new people, and contribute to keeping the community safe.

Foot Patrol
Volunteers involved with the foot patrol program perform a wide variety of
tasks. They are trained to:
• inspect parked vehicles for theft risk and conduct vehicle safety audits to
inform owners how to protect their vehicles from break-in or theft
• look for stolen cars using a data base of stolen vehicles
• distribute information packages or Crime Alert Notices
• monitor various activities or “hot spots” throughout GrandviewWoodland as directed by the NPO or staff
• photograph, track, and upload graffiti information
• identify, map, and chart problem areas throughout each zone in Grandview-Woodland.

Requirements
•
•
•
•

Office Qualification & 6 month commitment to the program.
Have read the Foot Patrol Training Manual prior to the Foot Patrol Training Session.
Successful completion of the Foot Patrol Quiz and the Foot Patrol Training Session.
Foot Patrol qualification on the Volunteer Software.

Crime Prevention Notices (CPN)

Lock Out Auto Crime is an educational program supported by ICBC to draw
attention to the high rate of theft from autos (TFA). Volunteers audit streets and
parking lots looking for vehicles with visible valuables, garage door openers, open
windows, or doors that are left unlocked. A Crime Prevention Notice (CPN) is left
on the windshield of the vehicle, either thanking them for securing their vehicle
properly, or advising them how they can deter auto theft.

Crime & Safety Alerts

The VPD, our own NPO, or the Coordinator will issue Crime Alerts relating to
certain specific incidents, or as a result of increased criminal activity in a localized
area. For example, crime alerts could be sent out to warn the public about:
• residential B&E
• commercial B&E
• theft from auto
• stolen vehicles.
Foot Patrol or Bike Patrol volunteers distribute flyers in affected areas, alerting
residents, businesses or visitors to concerns. This is a low-tech solution that has
high-tech results!
The statistical data used for crime maps are gathered from PRIME (Police Records
Information Management Environment) and represent actual crime reported
to the Vancouver Police Department through 9-1-1 and Non Emergency calls to
ECOMM.
As reports are received regarding scams or suspicious people, the CPC may
produce a Safety Alert for distribution to businesses or to the residents of
Grandview Woodlands through the patrol program.
Information gathered is passed along to the VPD who can provide follow-up or
use the information as part of a larger project. This has become an interactive
program with businesses responding to initial alerts with follow-up about what
has occurred in their own store.

Bike Patrol
Bike Patrol perform many of the same activities that Foot Patrol do,
they just do it on a bike! This allows for larger areas to be covered
when out on patrol and is a high visibility program. Bike Patrol
volunteers are provided with helmets, bikes, safety vests or jackets.
Training is much the same as the training VPD bike patrol officers
receive. CanBike 1 and CanBike 2 training sessions are offered at
various times throughout the year at no cost to the volunteer.
Courses are held at one of the Vancouver CPC offices. Proper cycling
and crash avoidance techniques are taught.

Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office Qualification.
Fully trained and 3 months Foot Patrol experience.
Able bodied and adequate degree of fitness.
Approved for activity by Coordinator of Volunteers.
One year commitment to Bike Patrol program.
Bike Patrol Qualification on Volunteer Software.

Speed Watch
Speed Watch is an educational program aimed at reducing incidents of speeding. It
is designed to raise public awareness of the actual speeds drivers are traveling. This
program is a partnership between the VPD, CPC volunteers, and ICBC. It involves
volunteers taking a proactive, non-confrontational approach to vehicle speed
reduction through education.
Two volunteers, using portable radar equipment and an electronic digital reader
board, monitor speeds in neighbourhoods, particularly school and playground zones.
Drivers receive an instant readout of their speed, displayed on the reader board
as they pass by. The stats from each speed watch set up are collected and then
forwarded to ICBC each month. Experience has shown that more than 70 per cent of
drivers who are traveling 10km/h over the speed limit slow down when they see or
travel through a Speed Watch. Speed Watch volunteers are also involved with “Cell
Watch”, collecting data on distracted drivers
Speed Watch volunteers, as shown in the photos on this page, often have
opportunities to work in partnership with the VPD, ICBC and other CPCs with joint
Speed Watch events such as Project Swoop - “Two Strike” event or other media
events set up by VPD or ICBC.

Requirements

• Successful completion of Speed Watch Training Session either through in-house
training or through an ICBC training session.
• Speed Watch qualification on the Volunteer Software.
• 18 years of age or older and a six month commitment to the program.

Pooch Patrol
This is a great way to be part of the community policing team while simply
walking your dog! The Pooch Patrol is one of the most easily accessible
programs offered and provides Grandview-Woodland residents with the ability
to identify criminal activity in their own community.
Pooch Patrollers play a huge role in keeping our neighbourhood safe and are
a valuable asset. They do not wear identifiable clothing when out on patrol.
As the eyes and ears of the neighbourhood, “Poochers” report things such
as possible grow-ops, suspicious or problem properties to 9-1-1 or to NonEmergency, or report burnt out streetlights, overflowing garbage, etc. to 3-1-1.
If you are willing to log the time spent on your neighbourhood dog walks
within Grandview-Woodlands, you are encouraged to participate in our Pooch
Patrol program! Volunteer hours are reported using the software.

Requirements

• Dog with up-to-date vaccinations.
• Dog and volunteer approved by Coordinator of Volunteers.
• Commit to 4 hours per month minimum.

CPTED – Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
Community Cleanup
Community Cleanups have an enormous impact on the neighbourhoods
in Grandview Woodlands. Cleanups are scheduled for the first Saturday of
each month from 10 a.m. - Noon.
Volunteers team up to pick up litter and debris along the streets,
sidewalks, alleys and parks throughout Grandview Woodlands. Special
care is taken in retrieving discarded needles and disposal of them in a safe
manner. A complimentary pizza lunch is often provided for participants
after each Cleanup. Sign up is through the Volunteer Software under
CPTED Program. Non-CPC volunteers are welcome to join in on Cleanups
too, feel free to bring a friend!

Graffiti Paint Outs

Graffiti paint-outs are scheduled for the last Saturday of
each month from 10 a.m. - Noon. The GWCPC has a supply
of paint, rollers, brushes, trays and other materials to be
used by volunteers to paint out graffiti. The GWCPC is
committed to the ongoing campaign to repaint commercial
waste containers that are often neglected and can remain
defaced for long periods.

Community Murals

Along with assistance to maintain other public art murals, the GWCPC partners
with local artists and residents to support events that create new designs
in areas frequently targeted by graffiti. The GWCPC looks forward to future
opportunities for wall donation and other mural sites.

RestART
The GWCPC hosted a RestART mural project for the first time
in 2008. RestART is a four-day workshop designed for youth
who have been illegally tagging and are willing to become
a legitimate mural painter. The workshop is based on the
principles of restorative justice, and the focus is on teaching
accountability to the youth for the harm that their graffiti has
caused businesses.
RestART workshops bring together a diverse group of
participants such as: young graffiti writers, service providers,
restorative justice practitioners, addiction counsellors, youth
workers, police officers, legal mural artists who function as
mentors, victims, Translink and the Merchants Association;
and the community volunteers. Each session has 22-27
participants, including several volunteers from the community.
The group explores the topic of graffiti and identifies the
impacts of this behaviour on young people, victims, and the
broader community. We also discuss legal opportunities for
aerosol painting and work together to design and produce
a mural on the last day of the workshop. After the youth
have completed the training they can be hired to do murals
throughout the city.

Community Outreach

Our community outreach focuses on safety in the community. The
staff and volunteers contribute to a wide range of outreach events,
programs and services, here are some examples of past events:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cops & Kids — our CPC’s signature event!
Vancouver Homeless Count
Under One Umbrella
Keep Vancouver Spectacular
Queen Victoria Annex Spring Festival
St. Francis of Assisi School Carnival
Strathcona School Carnival
McSpadden Park Mural Project
Grandview Elementary Natural Playground Build
Grandview Legion Open House
National Aboriginal Day
Italian Day on the Drive & Car Free Day on the Drive
Illuminaires Festival & Parade of Lost Souls
Story Gallery Festival
Lion’s Christmas Tree Lot
Stride for Strokes
Youth Health Nights
Earth Day Cleanups with local schools
Needle Kit Assembly
Car Seat Safety Clinics

Some examples of VPD events that GWCPC volunteers helped out at:
• VPD Soccer Tournament (May)
• VPD Basketball Tournament (December)
• Parades: Pride, St. Patrick’s Day, Santa, Chinese New Year Festival
• VPD sponsored Movie Nights
• VPD Log it or Lose it Campaign
• VPD Crowd Control Unit Training Exercises
• VPD Student Youth Challenge
• VPD Justice Institute Recruiting Sessions.

Homeless Outreach
The GWCPC is here to serve everyone in the Grandview-Woodland community, including homeless people
who live in or visit the area. The CPC has developed a culture of hospitality and concern for the homeless
that is well known and appreciated by them.
• Drop ins are welcome. When you are volunteering at the front counter, homeless people may stop in to
use the phone, to get a glass of water, or to make a report about problems they are facing.
• Raincoat Reincarnation: In the fall and winter donations warm
outerwear, raincoats, gloves, hats and scarves are collected and offered
to anyone who needs warm clothing. During the cold weather months,
these items are hung on the coat rack located in the front window.
• Sox on the Drive: The GWCPC asks the public to donate socks to fill a big
green bucket that is placed in the front window. Socks are also stored
under the front counter to give out throughout the year. Anyone who
needs dry socks is welcome to come in and get a pair.
• Under One Umbrella: This event is a day of service for the homeless,
offering everything from hot meals and free clothing to haircuts and
acupuncture.
• Homeless Count: This city-wide event occurs in March each year. After a
training session, volunteers assemble at a specific location and then fan
out through the city to survey and count the homeless.
• Kettle Friendship Society: Homeless outreach in Grandview-Woodland
is conducted by the Kettle Friendship Society who are also responsible
for the Hastings Sunrise community. Requests for services or reports of
encampment are shared weekly with homeless outreach workers who
can try to make contact with anyone who wants to access housing.
• The CPC keeps an up to date list of free food locations throughout
Vancouver as well as emergency income assistance and emergency food
bank access.
• Crimes against vulnerable populations are a high priority for the VPD,
it is important to assist police in cultivating relationships through the
community and encouraging the homeless to report crimes.

Community Outreach

Home Watch Security Audits

The GWCPC Volunteers attend various community
meetings to liaise with other groups and participate
in events. We are also involved with Britannia
Community Centre, Translink, the various elementary
schools , the BIA and Grandview-Woodland Area
Services Team (GWAST).

The NPO can meet with residents of strata buildings,
social housing residents/staff, apartment residents, coop members and home owners to assess the security
and design of their buildings and develop a strategy
for target hardening and
resident awareness.

Community Meetings

The average time it takes
for a burglar to break into
a home or business is less
than a minute, and the
time they spend inside
is less than 10 minutes.
Target hardening increases the effort for offenders
to commit a crime and is the most long-established
approach to crime prevention.

The GWCPC organizes community meetings to consult
on issues relating to the safety and well-being of
the community or attends and supports community
initiatives.

Education & Community Forums
Public forums are arranged in response to local area
residents’ concerns, usually revolving around specific
incidents or issues. We arrange for the NPO or staff
members to give initial presentations and then answer
questions raised by the public. Other forums may
be by invitation only such as a group of residents
concerned about drug dealing in their neighbourhood.
Examples of Education Sessions:
• counterfeit money recognition
• pre-school talks: Stranger Danger, How to call the
Police, etc.
• Safety Sessions for Kids: 1-hr sessions at schools,
Family Place, etc.
• security talks and safety audits
• Skytrain & Translink Police Initiatives
• visits to local stratas, apartments, and co-ops
• security information sessions delivered in social
housing complexes

After assessing the property the NPO provides
recommendations on how to improve security of the
building as well as the behaviour of the residents.

VPD Block Watch
The GWCPC encourages members of the GrandviewWoodland neighbourhoods to join or start a Block
Watch of their own.
Our Coordinator Volunteers is also a
Block Watch captain and the GWCPC
actively promotes the program
throughout the year to the GrandviewWoodland community.
For more information about Block
Watch, visit the VPD website at: www.vpd.ca

Bike Watch

The VPD recovers hundreds of stolen bicycles each year, but unfortunately very few find their
way back to the owner due to the lack of bicycle identification.
The public are encouraged to bring their bicycle or property to  the CPC and staff or
volunteers will stamp or engrave their Driver’s License or BC ID number onto their bike
or property for them. Log it or Lose it forms are available for recording serial numbers
and describing characteristics of property. Owners list their items of value and store the
completed form in a safe spot in their home and are also encouraged to photograph their
property. If their bike or property is ever stolen, owners have the information they need to
help the police recover their property.
Bike serial numbers can be found by turning the bike upside down
and looking on the frame right under the pedal assembly.
GWCPC Volunteers offer this service to the public at various
community events. Other times, the CPC has run a clinic, for example
on the city-wide CPC Day or at Car Free Day, and volunteers will
engrave or stamp property for the public.

Engraver

The CPC has an engraver that can be signed out or used at our office to engrave belongings. It
is kept in the cabinet in the back office and the sign out sheet is on a clip board in the corridor.
Police recover stolen property every day, but are often unable to return items because
owners cannot positively identify them. Engraving a Driver’s License or BC ID number onto
items can help reunite people with their missing/stolen property. Recovered property cannot
be traced through a Social Insurance Number! Using a social insurance number exposes a
person to identity fraud.

Car Seat Safety Checks

Parents or care givers of young children can book an appointment with the GWCPC’s
Coordinator of Volunteers, who is a certified Child Passenger Safety Educator, to have their
car seats checked for proper installation. Appointments are generally available at the GWCPC
Monday to Thursday between Noon and 5 p.m. and take about 45 minutes to complete.
Appointments are booked directly with the Coordinator of Volunteers. Calls or inquiries about
Car Seat Safety checks should be directed to the Coordinator of Volunteers who will book an
appointment time for a Car Seat Safety Check.

School Events & Carnivals
These events take place at local elementary schools in Grandview Woodlands, usually in the Spring,
and are a fun filled day that’s all about the kids.
Volunteers have opportunities to participate in several different ways:
• Information table
• POPAT circuit set up for the kids
• Bike Roadeo
• Bike Watch
• Child Find Clinic
• Face painting
• Earth Day Cleanups
• Helping our NPO. The Mounted Squad and Dog Squad have attended these events in the past and
our NPO usually brings a police cruiser for the kids to explore. Check out the Photo Gallery section
on the GWCPC website for lots of great photos from pasts years’ events.

Mini POPAT
(Police Officer Physical Abilities Test)
The mini POPAT is a scaled down version of the physical
abilities test required for applications to the VPD. The
course is created by you the volunteer and it’s never the
same twice!
Kids are timed as they take a run through the obstacle
course, crawl through tunnels, do a few pushups and
pull a wooden sled. Their results are then posted up on
a white board.
It can get competitive, especially when everyone tries to
beat Constable Lemon’s time!

Bike Roadeos
The Bike Roadeo is definitely one of the highlights at
our signature event – Cops, Kids & Commercial Drive
but can be set up anywhere where there is pavement. It
teaches younger children about road safety in a fun and
interactive way as they work their through and around
the circuit created by the Bike Roadeo volunteers.
GWCPC Volunteers chalk pedestrian walkways, turns
and intersections onto the pavement prior to the event.
The course includes different types of traffic signs and a
traffic light. Volunteers supervise and interact with the
kids as they ride their bike through the course.

Child Find
Using booklets and equipment supplied by Child Find BC, this kit offers parents the chance to have their
children’s fingerprints and photo taken for their own “All About Me” ID reference booklet. If a child goes
missing, this book gives police a quick reference.
The Child Find clinics usually occur in conjunction with other
outreach events such as Block Watch parties, Cops and Kids,
or at a school event. The GWCPC Child Find team also goes
out into the community and will do clinics at retailers or at a
local mall etc.
Are you interested in being on the Child Find team? If so,
email or talk to the Coordinator of Volunteers! Training is
“hands-on” and takes place at the next Child Find event!
For more information about Child Find, visit their website at:
www.childfindbc.com

Cops, Kids & Commercial Drive
This is the GWCPC’s very own signature event and we’re darn proud of it!
Cops & Kids is a safety-oriented event for pre-school and elementary
school kids that is held in Grandview Park, usually on the third Sunday in
September. The event runs from Noon - 3 p.m. but volunteers start much
sooner in the morning with setting up, usually around 10 a.m.
Families have the opportunity to meet and interact with VPD Police
officers from different squads, visits from police dogs and horses. Kids
enjoy hands on access to various first responders such as GVTAPS, BC
Ambulance, Vancouver Fire Department and their emergency vehicles.
There are interesting displays by E-Comm (how to call 9-1-1), the City
of Vancouver Emergency Preparedness, Park Rangers, and the Police
Museum. GWCPC volunteers participate with the Child Find Clinic and
the Face Painting stations.
Active stations such as the Bike Roadeo and the Mini POPAT (Police
Officer Physical Abilities Training) circuit are very popular with kids of all
ages, and some adults as well!
Cops & Kids is always a big hit with the kids and it’s pretty fun for the
volunteers too! CPC Volunteers are an integral part of Cops & Kids
and it wouldn’t continue to grow and be the success it is without the
dedication and participation of our own GWCPC volunteers. It’s all
hands on deck as we look forward to Cops & Kids the third weekend of
September each year!

City Wide Events
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In September of each year, each of the Vancouver CPCs arrange an activity or an event on the same
day to celebrate Community Policing Day! The purpose of this city wide event is to make all
Vancouver residents aware of the wide range of information, assistance and services provided
by the 10 community policing centres across the city.
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Community Policing Day

VPD “White Shirts” visit each of the CPCs on this day. You may even find the Chief of Police
drops by the CPC or visits our CPC Day event.
The last few years the GWCPC, in partnership with Vancity, Urban Impact, and Britannia
Community Services, has put on a “Shredding Event” in the Britannia Parking lot where the
public can bring boxes of papers for shredding. This service is offered “by donation” and is one
of the GWCPC fundraisers. The GWCPC also has organized Car Seat Safety Clinics for Community
Policing Day where parents or caregivers can have their Car Seats checked for proper installation.
This is another fundraiser offered to the public “by donation”.

Vancouver Aboriginal Community
Policing Centre Society

Under One Umbrella

This day of service for the homeless offers everything from hot meals and
free clothing to haircuts and acupuncture. Many GWCPC volunteers enjoy
participating at Under One Umbrella.

Training Sessions for Volunteers

Throughout the year there may be changing opportunities through VPD or
other CPCs to help build practicing skills to help your volunteer experience.
Some examples of these are:
• Women’s Safety Fair
• Mental Health Seminars
• Verbal Judo/Tactical Communication

Volunteer Appreciation

Several times throughout the year, the GWCPC will organize a “Volunteer
Appreciation” event of some sort. Whether it’s a tour of the VPD Dog Squad
compound, a backyard BARBQUE with the Chief of Police invited as a special guest,
a visit to the Vancouver Police Museum, or a historic tour through Grandview
Woodlands, all volunteers are invited and encouraged
to join in! Guests can come too, providing there is
enough room to accommodate them.
Past appreciation events have included paintball,
a tour of the VPD horse stables and a ride through
Stanley Park on a horse drawn carriage. Other times
tickets to the symphony or to a film have been
offered. Whatever the event, it’s always fun to come
together as a group and enjoy each other’s company.
Do you have a good idea for a volunteer appreciation
event? Contact the Coordinator of Volunteers and
share your ideas!

Vancouver Police Department & GWCPC
VPD Soccer Tournament & Basketball Tournament

The VPD Beat Team sponsors a round robin soccer tournament for Grade 6 & 7
students from numerous East Van Elementary schools. The tournament is held
during the month of May and has become so popular that the tournament has
moved from outside in Strathcona Park into an indoor venue at BC Place!
Event set up includes shuttle drivers, tent & table setup, equipment placement
and any variety of tasks required to prepare the tournament field and keep things
running smoothly.
Field Chaperones are responsible for making sure the right team shows up on
the designated field. At the beginning of the day volunteers are responsible for
ensuring teams are organized and ready to go.
The VPD Beat Team, partnering with McDonalds, has recently added a Basketball
Tournament to their outreach. The tournament takes place in December at two
Vancouver high schools and CPC volunteers help out.
Both these events are super fun to participate in. Many VPD members drop by
throughout the day to supp0rt and cheer the kids on!

Walk with the VPD in a Parade

Represent Vancouver CPCs by walking with the VPD and other CPC Volunteers in
one of the City of Vancouver’s many parades. Vancouver parades are multicultural
extravaganzas that showcase the city’s diversity and community spirit. Annual
Vancouver parades include the Chinese New Parade, St. Patrick’s Day Parade,
Vaisakhi Day Parade, Canada Day Parade, Pride Parade and Santa Parade.

VPD Training Exercises

The VPD often asks CPC volunteers to act as roles players so that
training exercises can be as real as possible. Here are some examples
of VPD Training exercises:
VPD CBRNE Training Day Quarry
Chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear disaster training
VPD ERT Training Day Quarry
Training Immediate Rapid Deployment/Active Shooter
Scenario
VPD Mounted Unit Crowd Control Training
Role play as a noisy protestor and be part of an unruly
crowd and help the Mounted Squad practice crowd
control strategies and techniques.

VPD Family Day

The VPD Community Policing Unit hosts VPD Family
Day – a day where the VPD showcases each of its units
and equipment. VPD members can bring their friends
and family and Vancouver CPC volunteers provide
volunteer power to help the VPD with this event.

VPD Volunteer Appreciation Open House

In the spring of each year the VPD hosts a Volunteer Appreciation Day,
which is similar to VPD Family Day. This event is to thank all the Block
Watch, Vector, Citizen’s Crime Watch and CPC Volunteers by throwing
a big party in the parking lot at the VPD’s Gravely Street office, which
has included a food truck in the past!
Learn more about the VPD, witness exciting displays and
demonstrations, examine tactical police equipment up close, say hello
to VPD service dogs and horses and meet many members of the VPD
executive team.

Project Griffin Training Sessions
Project Griffin is a one day course that the VPD offers to all Vancouver CPC staff and
volunteers and other security screened groups. The weekday seminar sessions are offered
4 times per year and run from 8:00 a.m. - 4 p.m.
All GWCPC volunteers are encouraged to attend a session.
The goal for Project Griffin is to increase public safety by supplying organizations and groups with
information and support in order to assist them in their crime prevention efforts. Volunteers have found this
seminar to be very interesting and relevant to volunteering at a CPC.  There are 4 sessions offered each year
and they are always held weekdays. Watch for a Project Griffin call out and follow the instructions to sign up.  
Project Griffin is a project that was developed by the City of London Police in 2004. In the U.K. the focus is
counter-terrorism. In Vancouver the focus is on property crime. The Vancouver Police Department provides
training to security screened groups. The goal of this one day training session is to increase the quality of information
and support provided by these groups. This partnership will improve VPD service delivery by better utilizing project
members as intelligence resources.

Course Outline

Classes are taught by qualified instructors who encourage a participative atmosphere and welcome
questions and constructive feedback. The content of each of the topics are clearly explained by the
instructor and training focuses on four primary topics:
1. Basic suspect profiling:
Students will learn about the common denominators that will often identify a suspect by their actions
and behaviour.
2. Evidence preservation:
Students will learn how to protect fragile evidence when they come across crime scenes.
3. Communication protocol:
Students will learn what is expected by Ecomm when they are reporting suspicious or criminal activity.
4. Counter-terrorism:
Students will learn to recognize improvised explosive devices and precursors commonly used in bombmaking.
5. Gangs in Vancouver:
Participants will hear from the Gang Squad about the current gang climate in Vancouver.

Are you Considering a Career in Policing?
There are many training and event opportunities that happen throughout the year at the CPC. Some
are predictable and happen every year, others are ad hoc. If you are an applicant, capitalize on these
opportunities! It will give you an opportunity to tell the police recruiter how
fabulous you are as you point out all the great things you did and learned as a
volunteer at the GWCPC.
The GWCPC is in a unique position to develop the volunteer’s skills at
conversing with difficult people, regarding difficult situations. When
volunteering, you will want to:
• practice your observation skills and your “verbal judo”
• learn how to write a thorough and detailed report
• use all the opportunities offered to you to get the most out of your
volunteer experience.
From former Recruiting officer, Constable Anne Longley:
“If you’re volunteering with the CPC and interested in a law enforcement
career with the Vancouver Police Department, be prepared for the Recruiting officer to ask you about
your volunteer experience. They will want to know not only how many hours you volunteer, but what
your commitment and participation level is like and what sorts of programs you’ve been involved with.
Volunteers who take initiative, show leadership skills and interact with the community in a positive
manner are not just getting a good experience, but are gaining excellent skills that can assist in the
recruiting process. Foot and bike patrols are also great because they volunteers get accustomed to
looking for suspicious activities and people in their neighbourhood and how to report these types of
incidents.”
Also, this from Constable Lemon:
“. . . I’ve spoken with a member of our recruiting section, I asked her what the GWCPC can best offer
volunteers. She advised me that Commercial Drive is a challenging area, with a diverse mix of people and
a variety of opinions.
The volunteers’ ability to volunteer in this environment and develop themselves will have a direct
and positive impact on their application. I know from my own experience in the application process,
recruiting wants to know of examples where you dealt with conflict and how you resolved it. I think
Commercial Drive provides numerous opportunities for success stories that will benefit the applicant,
while reflecting well on the GWCPC.”

How to be a Good Witness – by Constable Anne Longley

Have you ever witnessed something suspicious and wondered whether you should call the police? Many
people are unsure when to call 911, when to call the non-emergency number, or whether to report it at all.
Whatever the incident, the police and E-Comm staff are available 24-7, 365 days a year.  
The 911 number is for police, fire or medical emergencies when immediate action is required, such as if life
or property are in danger or if a crime is in progress. An in-progress crime can include fights & assaults,
anything where a suspect is still at the scene, a report of an impaired driver, or a serious crime
that has just happened even if the suspect has fled.  
The non-emergency line is for situations where an immediate response of the police is not
required. This includes things like reporting a crime with no suspect or with a time delay, as well
as ongoing crime issues that are not in progress and noise complaints. If you are unsure how
serious an incident is, call 911 and the call-taker will advise you whether you should be reporting
it through the non-emergency number instead.
There’s nothing more satisfying for the police than to catch a criminal in the act due to an
alert person calling 911 and giving a great description of the situation and suspect. When your
call is answered you will be asked specific questions in a priority sequence. Be prepared to
answer questions relating to the five Ws:  Where is this taking place?  What is happening and is
it happening now? How many are involved and are there any weapons? Who is involved – and
what are their descriptions? Height, build, racial origin, hair colour, clothing colour and style,
as well as any unique features, all help the police to identify the correct suspect(s). The same
goes for vehicles, and getting the license plate and make, model and colour of the car assists us
greatly. Stay on the phone with the call-taker until they advise you to hang up, and then wait for the police
to come and see you. Write some notes down of what you saw while it’s still fresh in your mind.
Although it’s tempting at times to jump in and get involved if you see something going on, we always advise
people to consider their safety first, and to call 911 immediately to alert the police.  Being a good witness,
while remaining safe and calm, is often the best assistance you can give us.

Vancouver Police Department Non-Emergency:
E-Comm website for more information:

604 717-3321
www.ecomm911.ca

Reference Section
Incident Codes
Most of the situations outlined in this guide have an abbreviated code after their title. CPCs are required to
add these codes to activity logs. Some situations do not have codes - in these cases use “O” for “Other”.
A “cheat sheet” for these codes is located on the first page of the log book, so no need to try and memorize
all the codes!
A
AA
ABE
AT
B
BE
BIA
BL
CC
CR
CRC
CS
DAD
DC
DD
DG
DN
DU
DR
FD
GAR
GO
GR
HL
H&R

Assault
Abandoned Auto
Attempted B&E
Attempt Theft
Bullying
Break and Enter
Business Improvement
Association
By-Law Violation
Counterfeit Currency
City Offices Referral
Criminal Record Check
Car Seat Inquiries
Dial-a-Dope
Driving Complaint
Domestic Dispute
Dog/Animal
Discarded Needles
Drug Use
Drunk Person
Fraud
Garbage/Litter
Grow Op
Graffiti
Homeless
Hit and Run

HAR Harassment
(includes threats)
HAZ Hazard
IO Indecent Exposure
IT
Internet Crime
LP Lost Property
L/F Lost/Found Property
LT Land/Tenant
L/N Loan For Engraver, DVD,
Books, Etc.
MD Mental Disability
MI Mischief & Vandalism
MP Missing Person
N
Neighbourhood Person
NC Noise Complaint
ND Neighbour Dispute
NE Non-Emergency
NDL Needle
O
Office Business
OP Obscene Phone Call
PAN Panhandling
PC Police Complaint
PI People From Agencies
Leaving Information
PP Problem Premise
PR Prostitution

PRK Parking Violation
R
Referral to Agencies/
Organizations
ROB Robbery
SC Suspicious Activity
SDD Street Drug Dealing
SP Suspicious Person
SV Street Vending
T
Theft
TFA Theft From Auto
TOA Theft Of Auto
TRA Traffic
VI Volunteer/Inquiries
VOL Volunteer
VPD Vancouver Police
Department
O

Other – Anything Not
Categorized

COV City of Vancouver

Neighbourhood Information

Abbreviations, Acronyms and Incident
Codes used by the VPD

The major hub for buses and both skytrain lines is at
Broadway Station, located a few blocks to the south at You will come into contact with the following
Broadway & Commercial Drive.
abbreviations or acronyms used by the VPD. Many of
them are used throughout this guide.
• Southbound Bus: #20 Victoria
• Northbound Bus: #20 Downtown
ACCI Accident Investigation
• #9
CPC Community Police Centre
• #99B
• Expo Line Skytrain
CPIC Criminal Police Information Centre
• Millennium Line Skytrain
NCO Sergeant (Non-commissioned Officer)
Nearest pay phones:
• Off the Peg General Store (red phone booth/Parker NIST Neighborhood Integrated Services Team
Street & Commercial Drive)
NPO Neighborhood Police Officer
• Reach Community Health Centre (between William
NSO Neighborhood Safety Office
& Napier) on Commercial Drive
• 24 Hour Food Convenience (N. Grandview Hwy. &
PC		 Police Constable
Commercial Drive)
PIC Public Information Counter
• Shoppers Drug Mart at Broadway Skytrain Station
PSC Public Service Counter (same as PIC)
SLO

School Liaison Officer

VPD

Vancouver Police Department

Important Phone Numbers & Contact Information
Grandview-Woodland Community Policing
Center (GWCPC)

VPD Numbers

Grandview-Woodland CPC
1977 Commercial Drive
Vancouver, BC V5N 4A8
Phone
Fax
Website

604-717-2932
604-717-2923
www.gwcpc.ca

GWCPC Coordinator Email:

info@gwcpc.ca

Volunteer
Coordinator:

volunteercoordinator@gwcpc.ca

Assistant Coordinator:

cathy@gwcpc.ca

Britannia Community Centre Numbers
Switchboard
Eastside Family Place

604-718-5800
604-255-9841

BIA - Commercial Drive Business Society
BIA Phone
BIA Email:
BIA Patrol:

604-251-2884
info@thedrive.ca
778 228-5651

City of Vancouver
BC211/British Columbia Services Society

3-1-1

Emergency
9-1-1
Non-Emergency
604-717-3321
Public Switchboard
604-717-3535
VPD Internal use only
604-717-3558
*do not give out this number to the public
Block Watch
604-717-2857
Citizen’s Crime Watch
604-717-2908
VPD Members Message/Voice mail
(enter their PIN)
604-717-3349
Property Office
604-717-2726
Stolen Autos
604-717-3057
Victim Services
604-717-2737
PSC (Public Services Counter)
604-717-2735
Criminal Records Check
604-717-3044
Drug Tip/Grow Busters
604-717-3349 ext. 5050
VPD website
www.vpd.ca
VPD Email
vpd@vpd.ca
The VPD has two locations:
3585 Graveley St.
Vancouver, BC   V5K 5J5
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily

2120 Cambie St.
2-1-1 Vancouver, BC V5Z 4N6
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday

Other

Crime Stoppers

604-669-8477
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South Vancouver CPC
5657 Victoria Drive, V5P 3W2
Tel: 604-717-2940 Fax: 604-327-2902
svcpc@telus.net
Mon 9:00 am - 1:00 pm
Tues - Fri 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
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5160 Joyce Street,V5R 4H1
Tel: 604-717-2935 Fax: 604-430-4955
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to Cst. Blake Chersinoff
(blake.chersinoff@vpd.ca)
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info@hscpc.com
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Tel: 604-717-2932 Fax: 604-717-2923
info@gwcpc.ca
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Sat 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
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Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 4:30 pm
Sat 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
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Vancouver Aboriginal CPC
875 East Hastings Street,V6A 1R8
Tel: 604-678-3790 Fax: 604-678-3792
coordinator@vacpc.org
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3 West End Coal Harbour CPC
1267 Davie Street, V6E 1N2
Tel: 604-717-2924 or 604-717-2925
Fax: 604-717-2926 info@wechcpc.com
Mon-Sat 10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sun varied
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Tel: 604-717-2920 Fax: 604-717-2922
granville_cpc@yahoo.ca
Mon-Sat 9:00 am - 9:00 pm

Kitsilano Fairview CPC
78 - 1687 West Broadway, V6J 1X2
Tel: 604-717-4023 Fax: 604-717-4029
kitsfaircpc.com
Mon-Fri 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
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2 Granville Downtown CPC
!
1263 Granville Street, V6Z 1M5
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and
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Chinese CPC
118 Keefer Street, V6A 1X4
Tel: 604-688-5030 Fax: 604-688-5070
info@chinesecpc.com
Mon-Fri 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sat/Sun 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
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